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In 1999, Harn proposed a multisignature scheme with distinguished signing authori-

ties. In Harn’s scheme, a malice member easily confuses the signing authorities since in-
dividual signatures and multisignatures both generated on the whole document cannot be 
used as evidence to distinguish the signing authorities. Moreover, Harn’s scheme is also 
not secure against Li et al.’s attack [4]. To provide evidence and remove Li et al.’s attack, 
a new multisignature scheme with distinguished signing authorities is proposed in this 
article.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In a multisignature scheme, a multisignature is generated only through the coopera-
tion of all the members in the group. Then the multisignature is easily verified by using 
the group public-key without knowing the members’ public keys. It is computationally 
infeasible to generate multisignatures without the knowledge of the secret keys of all the 
members in the group. These are three properties associated with multisignature schemes 
[1]. To achieve good performance, the verification cost of multisignatures should be al-
most the same as that of the signature. The size of a multisignature should be the same as 
the size of a signature in order to reduce the space needed for multisignatures. Some mul-
tisignature schemes based on the discrete logarithm problem have been proposed [2, 3]. 

In the multisignature scheme, all the members in the signing group have the same 
signing authorities for the whole message. However, there exist some applications in 
which each member should have his/her own distinguished signing authority. For exam-
ple, the board of directors receives the annual report about a company. The report con-
sists of many partial contents from distinct departments in the company. Due to the dis-
tinguished responsibility, each department should authorize its partial contents. Due to 
the need for confidentiality, the readers are only allowed to access some authorized par-
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tial contents. At the same time, they also need to validate the relationship between the 
whole report and the partial contents. The correctness of the partial contents should be 
verified, too. 

Therefore, Harn [1] first proposed the multisignature scheme with distinguished 
signing authorities. In his scheme, each member in the signing group may be allowed to 
only access partial contents of the whole document. Then each member only has his dis-
tinguished singing responsibility for his partial contents. For the multisignature scheme 
with distinguished signing authorities, two additional properties must be satisfied. One is 
that each member has his distinguished signing authority. The other is that the partial 
contents can be easily verified without revealing the whole message. 

Unfortunately, Li et al. showed that Harn’s scheme is not secure against their attack 
[4]. To prevent their attack, the certificate authority (CA for short) should require each 
user to show that he/she actually knows the secret exponent of his/her public key. How-
ever, this attack still reveals a weakness of Harn’s scheme. This also increases the load 
and causes inconvenience for CA and users. 

Moreover, in Harn’s scheme, no one is able to prove his/her own distinguished 
signing authority though he/she actually signed only for his/her partial content. No evi-
dence can be used to distinguish the signing authorities. The reason is that, in Harn’s 
scheme, all individual signatures and multisignatures are generated on the same hash di-
gest of the hash digests of all the partial contents. Therefore, the individual signatures 
cannot be used as evidence for the partial content. Consider the following situation. A 
dishonest member wants to confuse the signing authority of each member. He announces 
that his signing authority belongs to some other member. That is, his partial content is the 
signing authority of another innocent member. The innocent member is falsely incrimi-
nated by the dishonest announcement. No evidence can be used to reject this dishonest 
announcement. The signing authorities are confused. 

To guard against Li et al.’s attack without the help of CA, a new multisignature 
scheme with distinguished signing authorities is proposed. The new scheme also provides 
individual evidence to prevent confusion over authority due to malice. In the next section, 
Harn’s scheme is reviewed. Then our new scheme is proposed in section 3. An analysis 
of security and discussion are given in section 4. Section 5 gives our conclusions. 

2. HARN’S SCHEME 

Let P be a public large prime number. Let the integer g be a public primitive element 
of GF(P). Let the function h be a public one-way hash function. Suppose that the signing 
group is {U1, U2, …, Un}. Each member Ui selects a random integer xi as his/her secret 
key and computes his/her public key yi = gxi mod P for i = 1, 2, …, n. Then the group 

public key y = ∏
=

n

1j

yj mod P. 

Suppose that the signing group wants to generate a multisignature for the message 
m1||m2|| … ||mn. Here, each member Ui is responsible for signing the partial message mi.  
Each member Ui first selects a random integer ki and computes ri = gki mod P and h(mi) 
for i = 1, 2, …, n. Then each member Ui broadcasts ri and h(mi) to the other n-1 members 

and a clerk. After receiving rj’s and h(mj)’s, each member Ui computes r = ∏
=

n

1j

rj mod P 
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and finds the solution si satisfying the equation si + kir ≡ xih(h(m1), h(m2), …, h(mn)) 
(mod(P-1)). Then each member transmits an individual signature (ri, si) to a clerk. 

The clerk computes r = ∏
=

n

1j

rj mod P and h(h(m1), h(m2),…, h(mn)). After receiv- 

ing the individual signature (ri, si), the clerk verifies (ri, si) by means of the equation 
yi

h(h(m1), h(m2), …, h(mn)) ≡ gsi × ri
r (mod P), for i = 1, 2, …, n. Then, the clerk generates the 

multisignature (r, s) by computing s = s1+ s2 + …+ sn mod (P-1). The verification equa-
tion yh(h(m1),h(m2),…,h(mn)) ≡ gs × rr (mod P) is used to verify (r, s). If the verifier is only al-
lowed to retrieve mi, then he/she will received h(m1)||h(m2)||…||h(mi-1)||mi||h(mi+1)||… 
||h(mn) to verify the multisignature (r, s). 

After generating the multisignature, a dishonest member Uj may announce that 
his/her partial content is mi, and that the partial content signed by Ui is mj. Then the indi-
vidual signatures (ri, si) and (rj, sj) cannot be used as evidence to show that his/her an-
nouncement is not correct because both (ri, si) and (rj, sj) are generated on the same digest 
h(h(m1), h(m2), …, h(mn)). 

3. OUR NEW SCHEME 

Parameters for system and signing groups 

Let P and Q be two public large primes such that Q|P-1. The integer g is a public 
generator with order Q in GF(P), and the function h is a public one-way hash function.  
Assume that the signing group is {U1, U2, …, Un}. Each member Ui randomly selects 
his/her secret key xi ∈ *

QΖ  and computes his/her public key yi =gxi mod P, where *
QΖ   

denotes the set {1, 2, …, Q-1}. The group public key is Y = ∏
=

n

1i

(yi)
yi

 mod P. 

Multisignature Generation Phase 

Suppose that the signing group {U1, U2, …, Un} wants to generate the multisignature 
for the message M = m1||m2|| … ||mn. The member Ui is only responsible for the partial 
content mi, for i = 1, 2, …n. 
Step 1. Each member Ui selects a random integer ki 

*
QΖ∈  and computes ri = gki mod P 

and h(mi) for i = 1, 2, …, n. Then each member Ui broadcasts ri and h(mi) to the 
other n-1 members and a predetermined clerk C. 

Step 2. Each member Ui computes the commitment value r = ∏
=

n

i 1

ri
h(h(mi),ri) mod P. The 

clerk also computes the commitment value r. 
Step 3. Each member Ui finds the solution si satisfying si ≡ xiyiH + rkih(h(mi),ri) (mod 

Q), where H = h(h(m1), h(m2), …, h(mn)). Then each member Ui transmits his 
individual signature (ri, si) to the clerk. 

Step 4. The clerk verifies each the individual signature (ri, si) by means of the equation 
gsi ≡ (yi)

yiH × (ri)
rh(h(mi),ri) (mod P) after receiving all of the individual signatures 

(ri, si)’s. If all of the individual signatures are legal, then the clerk generates the 
multisignature (r, s) by computing s =∑

=

n

i 1

si mod Q. 
 
Finally, (r, s) is the multisignature for the message M = m1||m2|| … ||mn. 
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Multisignature Verification Phase 

The multisignature (r, s) is verified by means of the equation gs ≡ YH × rr (mod P).  
Why the equation gs ≡ YH × rr (mod P) can be used to verify the multisignature (r, s) is 
shown in the following: 

∑
≡ =

n

i
is

s gg 1  

∑
=

+

≡

n

1i

iiin21ii ))r),h(h(mrk))h(m),...,h(m),h(h(my(x

g  

r
)r),h(h(mk))h(m),...,h(m),h(h(myx

)g(g

n

1i
iii

n

1i
n21ii ∑

×
∑

≡ ==  
≡ YH × rr (mod P). 

The partial contents of the message m1||m2||…||mn can be verified without revealing 
the whole document. If the verifier is only allowed to read the partial content mi, then 
he/she will receive h(m1)||h(m2)||…||h(mi-1)||mi||h(mi+1)||…||h(mn) to verify the multisig-
nature (r, s). 

Evidence Verification Phase 

All of the individual signatures (ri, si) can be used as evidence. To show that member 
Ui is responsible for signing only for the partial content mi, (r, s), (ri, si) and M = 
m1||m2||…||mn are verified by gs ≡ YH × rr (mod P) and gsi ≡ (yi)

yiH × (ri)
rh(h(mi),ri) (mod P). If 

the two equations are satisfied, member Ui is responsible for signing only for the partial 
content mi because the equation gsi ≡ (yi)

yiH × (ri)
rh(h(mi),ri) (mod P) shows the relationship 

between the whole document, the partial content mi, and member Ui. 

4. SECURITY ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

The security of the new scheme is based on the security of the underlying signature 
scheme. Since the underlying signature scheme is based on the discrete logarithm prob-
lem, the members’ secret keys are secure. 

Let us consider Li et al.’s attack [4] first. Without loss of generality, suppose that 
member Un wants to execute the attack in [4] by changing his/her public key. Member Un 
first selects his/her new secret key x and computes y = gx mod P. After obtaining the 
other n-1 members’ public keys, he/she should find the solution y'n such that y ≡ 

∏
=

1-n

1i

(yi)
yi

 × (y'n)
y'n

 (mod P). Because the values of y and ∏
=

1-n

1i

(yi)
yi

 (mod P) are deter- 

mined, he/she has to solve the equation (y'n)
y’n

≡ y × (∏
=

1-n

1i

(yi)
yi

)-1 (mod P). It is an ex- 

tremely difficult problem to find y'n satisfying (y'n)
y'n

 ≡ y × (∏
=

1-n

1i

(yi)
yi

)
-1

 (mod P) [2]. 
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Consider the security of the individual signatures (ri, si). Suppose that some dishon-
est attacker wants to forge (ri, si) on some message M = m1||m2|| … ||mn. Due to the secure 
one-way hash function, he/she has to compute ri = gki mod P, H and h(h(mi), ri) first. Then 
he/she has to solve the discrete logarithm problem gsi ≡ (yi)

yiH × (ri)
rh(h(mi),ri) (mod P) to 

find the value of si. If he/she determines the value of si first, then he/she has to overcome 
the challenges of the discrete logarithm problem and one-way hash functions. 

Consider the security of the multisignature (r, s). Suppose that someone wants to 
forge (r, s) on a given digest H; he/she may determine r first and then find s, or he/she 
may determine s first and then find r. According to the equation gs ≡ YH × rr (mod P), 
he/she has to either solve the discrete logarithm problem gs ≡ YH × rr (mod P) to obtain s 
or solve another hard problem rr ≡ gs × Y-H (mod P) [2] to obtain r. Therefore, it is hard to 

forge the multisignature (r, s). Since the group secret key is the sum ∑
=

n

i 1

xiyi mod Q, the 

multisignature (r, s) is generated by all of the secret keys of the members. Therefore, the 
multisignature (r, s) has to be generated through the cooperation of all the members. 

Now consider the security of the evidence (r, s) and (ri, si). The individual signature 
(ri, si) is also a signature generated by Ui on the partial content mi. At the same time, (ri, si) 
could be used to show the relation between member Ui, M and mi for si ≡ xiyiH + 
rkih(h(mi), ri) (mod Q). Therefore, (r, s) and (ri, si) can be used as evidence to show that 
member Ui only signs the partial content mi belonging to the whole message M. 

The new scheme is secure against Li et al.’s attack. In the new scheme, someone can 
discriminate each member’s distinguished signing authority by using the evidence (r, s) 
and (ri, si). However, compared with Harn’s scheme, an additional computation cost 
should be paid. In the following, the notation MEP denotes one modular exponentiation 
operation modular p, and the notation MMQ denotes one modular multiplication opera-
tion modular Q. The notation TH denotes the computation cost of the hash function H. 

Compared with the group public key y = ∏
=

n

1i

yi mod P in Harn’s scheme, the additional 

cost n MEP for the group public key is Y = ∏
=

n

1i

(yi)
yi

 mod P. Usually, the group key is 

computed once and then used. Thus, this cost can be ignored. In the multisignature gen-
eration phase, the totally additional computation cost for the commitment value r is n2 

MEP and 2n2 TH because the r = ∏
=

n

i 1

ri
h(h(mi),ri) mod P is computed by the n members. For 

each member, since the equation si ≡ xiyiH + rkih(h(mi),ri) (mod Q), the additional cost of 
finding si is 2MMQ + 2TH. Due to the verification equation gsi ≡ (yi)

yiH × (ri)
rh(h(mi), ri) (mod 

P), the additional cost of verifying all of the n individual signatures is 2n MMQ + 2n TH.  
Therefore, in the multisignature generation phase, the total additional cost is n2 MEP+ 
(2n2 + 2n) TH + 2n MMQ. Here the clerk is assumed to be some member of the group. 
Due to the equation gs ≡ YH × rr (mod P), there is no additional computational cost for 
multisignature verification. Moreover, the verification cost is almost the same as the cost 
of verifying the signature generated by a single signer. To provide evidence and to guard 
against Li et al.’s attack, the major additional cost is caused by multisignature generation.  
The major additional computation cost is bearable because each multisignature is gener-
ated once and will be verified many times. This is another advantage of our new scheme. 

Finally, let us consider the size of the individual signatures and the multisignature. It 
is easy to see that the size of an individual signature or the multisignature is |P| + |Q|. This 
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size is the same as the size of a signature generated by a single signer. This size is also 
the same as the size of an individual signature or the multisignature in Harn’s scheme. 
Although our new scheme provides evidence for distinguishing authority and is secure 
against Li et al.’s attack, the sizes of individual signatures or multisignatures are still the 
same those of individual signatures or multisignatures in Harn’s scheme. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

The new multisignature scheme satisfies the five properties of multisignature 
schemes with distinguished signing authorities in [1]. Compared with Harn’s scheme, our 
new scheme provides additional evidence members can use to prove their distinguished 
signing responsibility. In the new scheme, an individual signature (ri, si) and the mul-
tisignature (r, s) can show the relationship between the whole document, the partial con-
tent, and the signing member. Therefore, each member is able to show that he/she only 
has signing responsibility for the partial content for which he/she has signed. 

Moreover, a new way for generating group public keys has been proposed to guard 
against Li et al.’s attack in [4]. On the other hand, Harn’s scheme is not secure against Li 
et al.’s attack. The verification cost of the multisignature is almost the same as the cost of 
a signature generated by a single singer. The major additional computation cost is paid to 
generate the multisignature. This additional cost is bearable because the multisignature is 
usually generated once and verified many times. Although the new scheme is more se-
cure than Harn’s scheme, the size of the multisignature is still the same as the size of a 
signature generated by a single singer. 
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